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Woodstock Chimes® Launches Colorful, New Sea Glass Chime™ Series for Summer
Handmade in Bali, These Chimes let Customers Bring the Sights and Sounds of the Beach Home
SHOKAN, N.Y., August 9, 2018 – Woodstock Chimes, the leading manufacturer of musically tuned
windchimes and high-quality gifts, is launching a vibrant and colorful new Sea Glass Chime series. Featuring
colored frosted glass and shapes inspired by nature, the Sea Glass Chimes are handmade in Bali. The designs in
the series offer customers the sights and sounds of life on the beach to be enjoyed right at home in a variety of
décor settings. The Sea Glass Chimes can be seen at the Atlanta International Gift Show, occurring now, and the
upcoming Las Vegas Market.
“We are excited about the bright colors and stunning look of our new Sea Glass Chime series, which is a fresh
and unique addition to our product offerings in the growing coastal market,” said Garry Kvistad, founder and
owner of Woodstock Chimes and a GRAMMY® Award-winning musician. “On a recent visit to our factory for
these chimes, I saw how the decorative glass is cut and fabricated and how the process aligns with our high
quality standards. We hope the trade, and ultimately consumers, will be as excited about these colorful, cheery
and alluring new chimes as we are.”
The six Sea Glass Chime styles, which come wrapped, are as follows:
Havana (SGH)
Thirteen pieces of multi-sized red,
yellow, green and blue frosted glass,
cut in a leaf shape,
hang from a circular wood top
Measures 18″ in overall length
MSRP: $25

Autumn Leaves (SGAL)
Nine pieces of multi-sized red, yellow and
orange frosted glass, cut in a leaf shape, hang
from a linear wood top
Measures 23″ in overall length and 9″ in width
MSRP: $25

Craftsman (SGC)
Nine pieces of multi-sized yellow, green,
orange and white frosted glass,
cut in a rectangle shape, hang from a
square wood top
Measures 18″ in overall length
MSRP: $25

Spring Leaves (SGSL)
Nine pieces of multi-sized green and white
frosted glass, cut in a leaf shape, hang from a
linear wood top
Measures 23″ in overall length and 9″ in width
MSRP: $25

Blue Waves (SGBW)
Thirteen pieces of multi-sized
blue-faded-to-white frosted glass,
cut in a curved, wave shape,
hang from a circular, blue wash finish
wood top
Measures 23″ in overall length
MSRP: $28

Green Waves (SGGW)
Thirteen pieces of multi-sized green and white
frosted glass, cut in a curved,
wave shape, hang from a circular,
green wash finish wood top
Measures 23″ in overall length
MSRP: $28
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Kvistad also made a brief video explaining the new Sea Glass Chimes, which can be seen on Woodstock
Chimes’ YouTube Channel.

To see and hear the new Sea Glass Chimes and to see the full Woodstock Chimes line, including Woodstock
Rainbow Makers™, please visit WoodstockChimes.com or OneCoast.com.
To find a Woodstock Chimes OneCoast Territory Manager, please visit OneCoast.com/find or contact
Woodstock Chimes directly by calling 800-422-4463, or visit WoodstockChimes.com.
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About Woodstock Percussion, Inc.: Woodstock Percussion, Inc. makers of Woodstock Chimes®, is the leading manufacturer of musically tuned
windchimes. In 1979, GRAMMY® Award-winner Garry Kvistad and his wife, Diane, founded Woodstock Percussion in New York’s Hudson
Valley, where the company continues to design award-winning musical instruments, distinctive home and garden décor, musical gifts, fountains
and crystal suncatchers using superior materials found around the world. The result is a unique collection of nearly 600 different products that
bring joy to people of all ages. Popular collections include: Inspirational and Memorial Chimes, Coastal Chimes, Woodstock Gongs, Woodstock
Bells, Encore® Collection, Woodstock Rainbow Makers™, Asli Arts®, Woodstock Music Collection® and, of course, Classic Chimes. For more
information on Woodstock Chimes, visit WoodstockChimes.com or call 800-422-4463.
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